Nominations and Elections Process for the Board of Directors

**Voting Eligibility:**

- **All members vote for non profession-specific positions**
- **Audiologists vote for Audiologist positions**
- **Speech-Language Pathologists vote for Speech-Language Pathologists positions**
- **Dually Certified vote for both**
- **President-Elect**
- **All Vice President positions**

### ASHA’s NOMINATION PROCESS

- **ALL MEMBERS NOMINATE**
  - Prior to nomination, members’ consent is obtained
- **NAME SUBMISSION**
  - Names of nominees submitted during Call for Nomination period. Self-nominations allowed
- **EMAIL CONFIRMATION**
  - Email confirmation received from nomination platform
- **APPLICATION**
  - Nominees are emailed to complete application for Committee on Nominations and Elections consideration

### ASHA’s ELECTIONS PROCESS

- **SLATE ANNOUNCED**
  - Slate is announced to ASHA members.
  - 30-day comment period opens
- **FEEDBACK CLOSED**
  - 30-day comment period ends
- **FEEDBACK REVIEW**
  - CNE reviews feedback
- **ELECTIONS OPEN**

#### UNCONTESTED POSITIONS

- **VOTE ON SLATE**
  - One candidate per position. Members have one vote to approve or not approve the entire slate of uncontested candidates

#### CONTESTED POSITIONS

- **VOTE PER POSITION**
  - Up to 3 candidates per position. Members elect one candidate for each office
- **RESULTS ANNOUNCED**
  - Election results announced. Successful candidates take office January 1

### Committee on Nominations and Elections (CNE) REVIEW PROCESS

- **CNE REVIEWS ALL APPLICATIONS**
- **THREE FINALISTS SELECTED**
  - Three finalists are selected for each open position
- **INTERVIEWS**
  - CNE conducts virtual interviews of finalists
- **CANDIDATES SLATED**
  - CNE determines one candidate for each position
- **SLATE ANNOUNCED**
  - Slate is announced to ASHA members